this dog taking a very long time to make it over, the whole field, sometimes loping through grass almost tall enough to hide him then being gone from the field, the sun going down, the stars crossing overhead and being gone in turn, crossing the grass field.
The poem describes in literally accurate detail a dog loping across a field and disappearing, then the sun and then the stars. There is nothing in the poem which must be taken as metaphor in order to be understood. Even the title can be read as literally true. It could be literally the first time that the poet looked at the planet Earth after the death of someone close to him. Still, it is an unusual title. Sommer could so easily have called it "The First Summer After Her Death" or The First Walk in the Fields Without Her." The tide suggests at least that the poem is going to say something about the cosmic properties of death, make a metaphor for some metaphysical abstraction. This suspicion is supported by the order of the events described in the poem: day disappears, then sun, then stars. At this point certain apparent?y random remarks about the dog assume additional meaning. The fact that the direction of its hind legs is at slight variance with that of its front legs; the fact that it thinks it's going somewhere but is not; the fact, repeated, that it takes a long time to cross the field; the fact that the grass sometimes hides it; the repetition of gone for the dog's and the stars' disappear ance and the repetition of across, crossing and crossing for dog, sun and stars. The viewer's watching from a distance and off to one side implies in this context a cosmic detachment necessary to conceive of death as a metaphysical abstrac tion rather than a unique personal loss. The dog's journey across the field has become that familiar allegory, the journey of life, but because it is first a real journey such as a real dog might make any day, anywhere, and because only the tide and the sequence suggest that the reader look further for its meaning, the work of providing that meaning has been almost entirely the reader's. If he is not alert, he may even miss the allegory or, worse yet, overallegorize. He may see metaphysical significance in the fact that the dog lopes instead of galloping or using several different gaits, in the fact that the hind legs fall to the left instead of the right, or in identifying grass with a specific event or kind of event in hu man life.
When literal scene or narrative seems to lack significance if taken literally, yet also lacks a clearly implied tenor which will allow it to be taken metaphorically, critics and editors can only infer that the poem has failed. For example,
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The 
ONE WONDERS
A woman had put on apron. But put it on too high, and tied it around her neck, so that she is choking.
She had come into the kitchen to cook the dog's dinner. She had descended the stairs and walked into the kitchen.
She had been upstairs when she saw the sun wounded, bleeding in the West; and said, it is the dog's dinner-time. She had been asleep, and had awakened and looked into a newspaper, because it is there that father sits looking. What is it that father looks at?
But earlier she had gotten into bed because the dog had bitten her.
Father had said, that dog will surely bite you; and he con tinued looking into his newspaper.
Then the dog bit her, and she went upstairs and got into bed.
Then she looked into a newspaper to find out why the dog had bitten her. Now, unfortunately, she is on the kitchen floor being choked by apron strings.
Father is looking at his newspaper. She is on the kitchen floor. 
